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Introduction to Labor BconOIIU.c■•I
�his course is designed to enable you to understand what analytical labor
1_
conomi cs is about and how it can be applied to answer questions of interest
In particular, the
et,out the labor market and public policy related to it.
a curse covers labor supply and the household, human capital, labor demand,
�igrat ion and compensating wage differentials, and the economics of trade unions.
�th er topics in the field are discussed in the continuation course in Spring.
sinc e labor economics today combines econometric analysis with theory, you must
� understand multivariate regression to benefit from the discussion of the
empirical work on this list. If you do not, or if you are stale, please refresh
your memory by going over Kmenta, El emeote of EcooometriGS- or Johnston,
SlZ'ocrnetric Metbnde-

'I

,.

There is no textbook for the course. However, if you have not had an
undergra duate course in analytical labor economics, you should read the
appropriate chapters (in parentheses next to the section headings below) in D.
J:famermesh and A. Rees, Ecoonrnica of Wnrk and Pay.
(The chapter numbers are from
the 5th edition, 1993.)
3. There will be a midterm exam, a final exam and one term paper. If you plan
to tak• the ■•cond cour■• ill Spring 1,,s, Professor Oettinger and I would be
happy to have you write one term paper that covers both courses.
This should
give you time to do a more extensive and original piece of work. In any case,
the most desirable term paper will be a emall, but original theoretical or
empirical study. An empirical paper could, for example, replicate a study in the
literature using a different set of data. (You should note that the new journal,
taho11r Ecnnnrnjqs. has a section for replication studies; and other journals too
el'!.courage their submission.)
Alternatively, but only if you wiah tb■ paper to
epply to thi■ cour■• alone, the term paper could be an assessment of the current
state of our knowledge about a particular area of labor economics, or of labor
market policy, that is covered in this course. The assessment should stress the
relation between theory and empirical work; it should be current; the topic
should be fairly narrowly defined; and it should be a constructive criticism, not
merely a summary. Whichever type of paper you choose to do, if you are doing it
for this course alone, it should be turned in by Monday, December 19.
4. Everything on the reading list is required. Bibliographical material can
be found in the articles, especially those from the Haodbnnk gf [,abor Ecooomjcs
I have tried to construct a list that is short enough to be read by everyone, but
that still covers most of the important material. Some of the readings are at
this point at least as much of historical as of current interest.
These are
marked with an "H." Each student will be assigned one (empirical) reading for
presentation to the class.
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IV. (20 minutes)
Endogenous selectivity has been mentioned as a severe problem confounding attempts t
estimate a variety of effects in the labor market. Pick one such example and explain
selectivity affects the outcomes. Stress the economics of the selectivity problem, not th
econometric issues involved.

V. (40 minutes)
As

part of its research into the relationship between a worker's appearance and his/her
wage rate a study published in the December 1994 American Economic Review
estimated the following relationships between each of a number of variables and the
logarithm of the hourly wage for a sample of male American workers in 1977:

Variable
School:

Coefficient

12 years
.06
years
.07
16+ years
.25
{<12 years is the exc1uded category)
Experience (years)
.0288
Experience2
-.00052
Years of tenure:
1-3 years
.135
3-10 years
.149
11+ years
.199
( <l year is the excluded category)
Married
.083
Firm size:
10-499 workers
.083
500-999 workers
.115
1000+ workers
.204
( < 10 workers is the excluded category)
Union member
.162
.231
Large metropolitan area
Work in:
SmaU metropolitan area
.124
(Nonmetropolitan location is the excluded
category)
13-15

For each coefficient or group of coefficients: 1) Justify the pattern or sign in terms of
some underlying theory; 2) Discuss whether the size of the coefficient (or group of
coefficients) is in-accord with what the theory would lead you to expect.
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